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The It’s Sunday evening, July 15, and I’m just sitting down to write the President’s Message for the 
upcoming August Thunder News. The 21st SOTC sponsored All Thunderbird Show was held in Lambeth 
(London) today and thanks to Ken Campbell, Al Yull, Cass Simons and all the helpers for producing an 
excellent show. See more details about the show in this or the following issue of TN.
 Two more sanctioned events are still to come. August 25 is the date for the Rib Fest in Guelph. Next month 

September 8th is the date for Motor Fest in Stouffville. Here’s the chance for those near Toronto to 
participate in those two events. I do not know who is the contact person for these two events as it was not 
listed in the Events Section. If you would like information contact your Area Co-ordinator  or Cass Simons for 
some help.

 The new website is still continuing to be developed with pictures being added monthly. I’ve talked to a few 
people who say they can’t get on the new website. I do not have answers for this as others have had no 
problem getting on. So keep trying.

The season for cruising is not over yet. There are still local car shows coming up in the next two months and 
I encourage you to get out and participate in as many as you can before the snow flies. Sorry I mentioned 
the word “snow”!!!

                                                       Bird Bits
Leo Van Loy from Vienna recently celebrated his 80th birthday. He flies in a beautiful  1958 Thunderbird 
Hardtop.

Ken Campbell received the coveted Out Of Gas Award at the July 15 All Thunderbird Car Show. Way to go 
Ken!!!   Is there room in that small trunk of yours for an extra Jerri Can????

Bob Kearns, who grew up surrounded by auto plants in Detroit, was an engineer, teacher, and freelance 
inventor. While driving his Ford Galaxie on a rainy day in November 1962, he realized wiper motors needed 
a setting between “on” and “off”. Less than a year later, he was demonstrating a prototype to Ford’s wiper 
specialists. He filed for a patent in 1964 and received it in 1967. Ford stole the technology and in 1969 
introduced the option on its new cars. GM, Chrysler, Ferrari, Mercedes followed Ford’s example and within a 
few years millions of cars were equipped with the device. In 1976, he suffered a nervous breakdown and 
later filed his first lawsuit against Ford in 1978. After a divorce in 1980, the case went to court in 1990 and he 
won. Ford offered 30 million but Kearns turned it down. A second trial brought 5.2 million but he refused that 
and he eventually settled for 10.2 million from Ford. He pursued Chrysler (winning 18.7 million) with plans to 
eventually go after Volkswagon, Daimler Benz, and several European and Japanese manufacturers. He died 
Feb 9 2005 of brain cancer but a movie was made about him titled “A Stroke Of Genius”. Does anyone out 
there have intermittent wipers in their 1969 and a few years later TBird??

Ron


